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With the increased risk of premature labor and miscarriages this time around. Women who are
pregnant and over 30 years need to take extra precautions to ensure that both themselves and
their babies are healthy and safe. Pregnancy is truly a wondrous adventure for a woman and
her partner. Unfortunately, there has been a lot of misinformation out there around this delicate
topic with no realistic solution. This book was written to blow past the myths and
misinformation to provide you a sound knowledge and practical advice to help moms-to-be and
mothers over 30s increase their chances to healthy pregnancy, labor and safe delivery. Inside
Pregnancy After 30s, you'll discover: Why it is more difficult for a woman to conceive a baby
and carry a pregnancy to full term after the age of 30. The risks associated with pregnancy
after 30 and how to effectively minimize them. Diet and nutrition tips to ensure both mother and
baby remain healthy during each trimester. A 7-day sample meal plan for healthy nutrition for
each trimester. How exercise and physical activity affect pregnancy and how to practice them
safely. How to be intimate with your partner without harming the mother or the baby A
comprehensive birth plan. And much, much more! With the help of this guide, you will get up to
date knowledge regarding safe pregnancy and all the information needed to properly get you
prepared for this wonderful journey. This book is dedicated with love and passion to all
pregnant women about age 30 and beyond (first-time, second-time or third-time moms) to
ensure a healthy and comfortable pregnancy throughout the whole stages of pregnancy with
no complications and a safe childbirth. Scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and get a copy for
yourself and friends!
Keep track of everything during your pregnancy with this Pregnancy Journal! Features Matte
Wraparound Artwork on Cover and a Spot to Write Your Name on First Page. Covers each
week of your 40 weeks & an overview for each trimester. Includes Sections for: Due Date How
You Found Out Yours & Others Reactions Entire Birth Plan Appointment Tracker Baby
Shopping List Healthy Food Ideas Spots for Photos Letters to Your Baby To-Do Lists Notes &
More! The PERFECT gift for the expecting mama in your life! 8.5" x 11" and has 100 Pages
"What a gift to new and expecting moms. You have no idea the mountain and rollercoaster
you're about to embark on, but Nurture somehow gives you a peek in and gives you essential
information to help ground you." –Catherine McCord, founder of Weelicious and One Potato A
comprehensive and judgement-free pregnancy companion: Nurture is the only all-in-one
pregnancy and birthing book for modern mothers-to-be and their partners who want a more
integrative approach. Author Erica Chidi Cohen has assisted countless births and helped
hundreds of families ease into their new roles through her work as a doula. Nurture covers
everything from the beginning months of pregnancy to the baby's first weeks. This empowering
book includes: • Supportive self-care and mindfulness exercises, trimester-specific holistic
remedies, nourishing foods and recipes for every month of pregnancy, and expert tips for every
birth environment. • More than 40 charming and helpful illustrations, charts, and lists can be
found throughout. • Dozens of important topics that every modern mom needs to know
including fetal development, making choices for a hospital, home or birth center birth, the
basics of breastfeeding, tips on what to expect postpartum, and more. Nurture is an allinclusive pregnancy and birthing guide book that gives soon-to-be mothers and their partners
the information they need to make decisions, feel confident, and enjoy the beauty of creating
new life. Nurture is a thoughtful and helpful gift for expecting mothers and their partners. Erica
Chidi is co-founder and CEO of Loom in Los Angeles, CA. She began her work in San
Francisco, volunteering as a doula within the prison system, working with pregnant inmates.
She went on to build a successful doula and health education practice in Los Angeles and has
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been featured in Women's Health, Vogue, Goop, The Cut and Marie Claire.
Available for the first time in full color, the up-to-date and authoritative pregnancy guide that
has sold 1.5 million copies--by recognizing that "one size fits all" doesn't apply to maternity
care Parents love this book because it puts them in control; experts love it because it's based
on the latest medical research and recommendations from leading health organizations.
Pregnancy, Childbirth, and the Newborn provides the information and guidance you need to
make informed decisions about having a safe and satisfying pregnancy, birth, and postpartum
period--decisions that reflect your preferences, priorities, and values. Unlike pregnancy guides
that can overwhelm and alarm by telling you up front all the things that can possibly go wrong,
this book first describes normal, healthy processes, their typical variations, and the usual care
practices for monitoring them. Only then does it cover possible complications and the care
practices and procedures for resolving them. Throughout, the presentation is crystal-clear, the
tone is reassuring, and the voice is empowering. And the language is inclusive, reflecting
today's various family configurations such as single-parent families, blended families formed by
second marriages, families with gay and lesbian parents, and families formed by open
adoption or surrogacy. From sensible nutrition advice to realistic birth plans, from birth doulas
when desired to cesareans when needed, from reducing stress during pregnancy to caring for
yourself as well as your baby after birth, this pregnancy guide speaks to today's parents-to-be
like no other.
When did making babies get to be so hard? Infertility is on the rise globally, affecting as many
as one in six couples. But instead of considering diet and lifestyle factors, doctors pump their
patients full of expensive and invasive fertility treatments. Once pregnant, women just accept
that carrying a baby will be the gassy, swollen, irritable, sleepless nightmare that has become
the new normal—and then assume that new motherhood will be just as challenging, from
breastfeeding woes to screaming fits. It doesn't have to be that way. In The Kind Mama, Alicia
Silverstone has created a comprehensive and practical guide empowering women to take
charge of their fertility, pregnancy, and first 6 months with baby. Drawing on her own
experience, as well as that of obstetricians, midwives, nutritionists, holistic health counselors,
and others, Silverstone offers advice on getting one's "baby house" in order through nutrientrocking foods that heal and nourish, and, once pregnant, gentle ways to boost comfort, energy,
and health during each trimester. She helps readers navigate everything from prenatal testing
and birth plans to successful breastfeeding and creating a supportive "baby nest." The result is
an authoritative, one-stop guide that empowers women to trust their instincts during this vital
milestone, while helping them embark on a healthy and more vibrant path to motherhood.
Book description to come.
Nurture is the only all-in-one pregnancy and birthing book for modern mothers-to-be and their
partners who want a more integrative approach. Author Erica Chidi Cohen has assisted
countless births and helped hundreds of families ease into their new roles through her work as
a doula. This beautiful and comprehensive pregnancy companion covers everything from the
beginning months of pregnancy to the baby's first weeks. Including supportive and encouraging
self-care and mindfulness exercises along with more than 40 charming and helpful illustrations,
here's everything a modern mama would want to know: fetal development, nutrition support for
every month of pregnancy, making birth choices, the basics of breastfeeding, and more.
A candid, feminist, and personal deep dive into the science and culture of pregnancy and
motherhood Like most first-time mothers, Angela Garbes was filled with questions when she
became pregnant. What exactly is a placenta and how does it function? How does a body go
into labor? Why is breast best? Is wine totally off-limits? But as she soon discovered, it’s not
easy to find satisfying answers. Your obstetrician will cautiously quote statistics; online sources
will scare you with conflicting and often inaccurate data; and even the most trusted books will
offer information with a heavy dose of judgment. To educate herself, the food and culture writer
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embarked on an intensive journey of exploration, diving into the scientific mysteries and
cultural attitudes that surround motherhood to find answers to questions that had only
previously been given in the form of advice about what women ought to do—rather than
allowing them the freedom to choose the right path for themselves. In Like a Mother, Garbes
offers a rigorously researched and compelling look at the physiology, biology, and psychology
of pregnancy and motherhood, informed by in-depth reportage and personal experience. With
the curiosity of a journalist, the perspective of a feminist, and the intimacy and urgency of a
mother, she explores the emerging science behind the pressing questions women have about
everything from miscarriage to complicated labors to postpartum changes. The result is a
visceral, full-frontal look at what’s really happening during those nine life-altering months, and
why women deserve access to better care, support, and information. Infused with humor and
born out of awe, appreciation, and understanding of the female body and its strength, Like a
Mother debunks common myths and dated assumptions, offering guidance and camaraderie to
women navigating one of the biggest and most profound changes in their lives.
Keep track of everything during your pregnancy with this Pregnancy Journal! Features Matte
Wraparound Artwork on Cover and a Spot to Write Your Name on First Page. Covers each
week of your 40 weeks & an overview for each trimester. Includes Sections for: Due Date How
You Found Out Yours & Others Reactions Entire Birth Plan Fetal Movement Tracker Belly
Measurements Appointment Tracker Baby Shopping List Healthy Food Ideas Spots for Photos
Letters to Your Baby To-Do Lists Notes & More! The PERFECT gift for the expecting mama in
your life! 8.5" x 11" and has 100 Pages
Document your pregnancy in detail month by month including my birth plan ideas, hospital
checklist, nursery planner, pre-natal visits, appointments, tracking doctor's appointments,
baby's growth and progress, reminders, notes, baby showers and so much more! Now with
bonus healthy meal ideas.
Easy-to-use charts, diagrams, and checklists enhance a fully updated and accessible guide for
parents-to-be that covers every phase and aspect of pregnancy, including prenatal care,
hormonal changes, and birthing options. By the authors of The Well Baby Book. Original.
25,000 first printing.
In today's western cultures, the typical pregnancy focuses on the baby to the exclusion of the
woman herself, so that the entire experience has become more about preparing for the baby's
arrival than looking closely at oneself to prepare emotionally for all of the changes that creating
a new life brings. Sacred Pregnancy was written to help the pregnant woman journey within
herself to prepare for the birth of her baby. Sacred Pregnancy is a gorgeous four-color book
especially created for mothers-to-be to reflect on the many personal milestones of the full
gestation period of a pregnancy. With beautiful professional photos that correspond to each
topic, Sacred Pregnancy also features a journal space for the pregnant woman to record her
thoughts and feelings. Each week the mother-to-be is given information on her baby, her body,
and her spirit and is asked to reflect on these via the topic of the week, which touches on a
variety of issues such as sexuality, fears about labor, becoming a mother, courage, rite of
passage, adornment, body image, meditation, and sisterhood to name a few. Mothers-to-be
are invited to look deeply at the issues unique to their journey and find a centered, peaceful
place to live their pregnancy fully. Lastly, Sacred Pregnancy includes place for the new mother
to record her birth story and a large resource section on various birthing options and supports
for pregnant women. “From the spiritual (how to visualize your perfect birth) to the practical (a
large section on birthing options), this pregnancy journal is a spiritual adviser and supportive
doula all in one.” —Fit Pregnancy magazine For more information, visit the Sacred Pregnancy
website.
Whether you're an expectant parent or you're just thinking about it, this comprehensive guide
features a nonbossy, fresh, and fun approach to the greatest adventure life has to offer. Based
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on the best advice from over 100 Canadian parents, this information is served up with a
uniquely Canadian spin. Never one to shy away from the tough topics, Ann Douglas addresses
the concerns that all parents have to consider when facing pregnancy. With over 225,000
“Mother of All” books sold in Canada, Ann Douglas provides the inside scoop on what it's
really like to have a baby The straight goods on preparing your body for pregnacy Practical
advice on how to increase your chances for conceiving quickly The top ten worries for each
trimester -- with a hefty dose of reassurance A glossary of pregnancy -- and birth-related terms
A sneak peek of life after baby This book is the manual for those looking for real-world advice
to help them during all the stages of pregnancy, from conception to birth and all that can occur
throughout!
From the time you find out you're pregnant to giving birth, you have a keepsake to record
everything in between. My Pregnancy Journal is 8-1/2" x 11" and 192 pages. It is filled with
sections for journal writing to express your feelings and thoughts from week-to-week. Some of
the sections included are: Boy Names Girl Names Letter to my baby First photo of my baby
Birthing Plan Doctor Appointments Baby Shower Guest List Weekly Weight Tracker Weekly
Meal Planner My Pregnancy Journal is a great planner and journal all in one. It makes a great
gift.
Keep Track of Your Eating During Pregnancy with This Meal Tracker! Features a Spot to Write
Your Name on the First Page. Covers Each Week of Your Pregnancy Plus Two Bonus Weeks
In Case You're Overdue! Includes Sections for: Breakfast Lunch Dinner Snacks Water Intake
Prenatal Vitamins Meal Ideas Notes The PERFECT gift for the Healthy Mama in your life! 8.5"
x 11" and has 84 Pages
As women of childbearing age have become heavier, the trade-off between maternal and child
health created by variation in gestational weight gain has become more difficult to reconcile.
Weight Gain During Pregnancy responds to the need for a reexamination of the 1990 Institute
of Medicine guidelines for weight gain during pregnancy. It builds on the conceptual framework
that underscored the 1990 weight gain guidelines and addresses the need to update them
through a comprehensive review of the literature and independent analyses of existing
databases. The book explores relationships between weight gain during pregnancy and a
variety of factors (e.g., the mother's weight and height before pregnancy) and places this in the
context of the health of the infant and the mother, presenting specific, updated target ranges
for weight gain during pregnancy and guidelines for proper measurement. New features of this
book include a specific range of recommended gain for obese women. Weight Gain During
Pregnancy is intended to assist practitioners who care for women of childbearing age, policy
makers, educators, researchers, and the pregnant women themselves to understand the role
of gestational weight gain and to provide them with the tools needed to promote optimal
pregnancy outcomes.
Pregnancy Journal | Maternity Keepsake Notebook | Trimester Tracker | Milestones,
Checklists, Organizers | 40ish weeks Pregnancy Journal This is the perfect planner for
recording your pregnancy journey, and will become a cherished keepsake for your precious
bundle of joy! Pages included in this book: Birth Plan A Letter to your Baby Pregnancy Test
Photo Baby Name Ideas Page Doctor & Prenatal Appointment Tracker Weekly Meal Planning
Pages (from Weeks 4 through 40) 40-Week Pregnancy Journal Hospital Packing List Baby
Shopping List First, Second & Third Trimester Highlights Baby Bump Photo Layouts Notes and
More Book Details: 8.5 x 11 Inches Soft Matte Paperback Cover 100 Pages Makes a great gift
for first time mothers and moms adding to their family! Don't Wait! Buy Your Pregnancy
Planner Today!
50 satisfying and nourishing vegan meals—especially for pregnant moms! Being a vegan
mother not only means you have to worry about getting the right nutrients for your own body,
but for your growing baby as well. The benefits of a vegan diet can be passed down to your
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baby by following a healthy, well-rounded diet that incorporates the proper nutrients and
minerals. With Your Complete Vegan Pregnancy, you’ll learn everything you need to know to
nourish and grow a healthy, happy baby. With 50 recipes for satisfying meals and expert
advice on getting all the proper nutrition you and your baby need, Your Complete Vegan
Pregnancy will keep you and your baby strong for all three trimesters.

First Time Dads! The Pregnancy Journey Just Got Easier And Less Confusing! I mean,
if we're keeping it real, It's not that hard for us guys. However, pregnancy can be scary
and stressful. Well not for you because you are about to get this book! #YAY In this
book I am going to give you tips and thoughts that no other book will give you. We're
talking controversy, how to survive pregnancy brain, how not to be a dad-jerk and a
touch of education. We're talking keep your head on a swivel type pregnancy info. You
want to be a GREAT DAD right? You want to get this pregnancy thing right? You don't
want to make mistakes, right? Take it from a three time dad vet! If you read this book
you are going to be a superstar during this 9 month pregnancy adventure. I wrote this
book just for you! A lot of first time dad books are filled with a lot of sentences and
reading and stuff. I didn't write one of those. Why? Because ain't nobody got time to
read all that stuff. You've got... Doctor appointments to make. (Cover It In The Book)
Pickle Flavored Ice Cream To Pick Up. (Doesn't Exist But She Might Ask You To Go
Get It Anyway) Prenatal Vitamins To Take. (You Should Take Them If You Are Trying
To Get Pregnant) Hospital Overnight Bags To Prepare. (Go Over What Should Be In It
In The Book) Baby Nursery To Prepare (Cribs, Baby Mattresses and Mobiles... Oh My!)
Baby Layette Sets To Buy (Got A list Of All The Things You'll Need In Here)
Basically...You've gotta get ready to have a baby! Don't worry my friend. I got you
covered. It's all in here 10 minute easy to read weekly sections. Plus, like I said, we go
over some controversial topics. Being an African American dad there are some things
that I discovered about this pregnancy thang that ALL you dads should know. All I'm
gonna say is that "It can get crazy out here in these pregnancy streets!" #realtalk Story
about that in here just for you! Basically, If this is your first time doing this pregnancy
thing this book is your go to. Expectant Fathers who are looking for information on how
to get pregnant will find some great information up in here...up in here! I even talk about
how we used science to determine the gender of all three of our kids. (We went 3-0 on
the gender thing with this scientific method!) Plus...I put in a section on how to navigate
the first two months after the baby gets here. I'm telling you bro THIS BOOK IS HOT
FIRE! I even added advice from about TEN or so other moms and dads on what to
expect and how to be a success during this pregnancy journey! We literally covered it
all! ?CLICK THE ORDER BUTTON AND GET READY TO LAUGH, BE A LITTLE
SHOCKED AND BE A LOTTA PREPARED.?
Your all-in-one guide for a fit pregnancy! As a mom-to-be, you want the best for your
baby and yourself. You need sensible, up-to-date advice on maintaining a healthy diet
and a robust fitness level. The Everything Guide to Pregnancy Health and Nutrition is
your ultimate mother's helper for diet, exercise, nutrition, and more--at every stage.
Inside, you'll find information on: Determining your caloric needs When (and when not!)
to exercise The best and worst foods for pregnancy Exercises for all your major muscle
groups Vegetarian or vegan pregnancies Getting back into exercise after your baby is
born With extra information on pre- and post-pregnancy health, this guide is the perfect
handbook for mamas-to-be looking to stay healthy!
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Recognized for its reassuring advice, authoritative information, and easy-to-understand
style, The Everything Pregnancy Book, 3rd Edition is the must-have reference guide for
a happy, healthy, and well-informed pregnancy. Updated, redesigned, and packed with
even more information, this month-by-month resource walks moms (and dads!) to-be
through the different phases of pregnancy and offers trusted information on how to:
Understand and manage your physical and emotional changes Make the most of your
monthly medical visits Stay active and select the right diet for you and baby Reduce the
risk of complications Understand prenatal tests and diagnostic screening Choose the
best labor and delivery options for you Covering every important topic from conception
to delivery and beyond, The Everything Pregnancy Book, 3rd Edition promises to
answer all of your questions, and more!
“Emily Oster is the non-judgmental girlfriend holding our hand and guiding us through
pregnancy and motherhood. She has done the work to get us the hard facts in a soft,
understandable way.” —Amy Schumer *Fully Revised and Updated for 2021* What to
Expect When You're Expecting meets Freakonomics: an award-winning economist
disproves standard recommendations about pregnancy to empower women while
they're expecting. From the author of Cribsheet and The Family Firm, a data-driven
decision making guide to the early years of parenting Pregnancy—unquestionably one of
the most profound, meaningful experiences of adulthood—can reduce otherwise
intelligent women to, well, babies. Pregnant women are told to avoid cold cuts, sushi,
alcohol, and coffee without ever being told why these are forbidden. Rules for prenatal
testing are similarly unexplained. Moms-to-be desperately want a resource that
empowers them to make their own right choices. When award-winning economist Emily
Oster was a mom-to-be herself, she evaluated the data behind the accepted rules of
pregnancy, and discovered that most are often misguided and some are just flat-out
wrong. Debunking myths and explaining everything from the real effects of caffeine to
the surprising dangers of gardening, Expecting Better is the book for every pregnant
woman who wants to enjoy a healthy and relaxed pregnancy—and the occasional glass
of wine.
Introducing the totally revised and updated WHAT TO EXPECT PREGNANCY
JOURNAL & ORGANIZER-- with 715,000 copies in print, it's the perfect gift and
popular companion to "What to Expect When You're Expecting. Lightweight and sized
to fit into a tote or briefcase, this handy planner is an expectant mom's best friend from
conception through labor and delivery. For the new edition, the text has been brought
completely up to date in accordance with the information in the recently revised third
edition of "What to Expect When You're Expecting. Featuring prompted pages,
checklists, and a weekly write-in pregnancy and labor journal, this is the best way for
mothers-to-be to keep track of important dates, questions to ask the doctor,
medications, milestones, childbirth class notes, shopping lists, phone numbers, and
everything else that comes with the nine months of pregnancy. The journal/organizer's
compact design ensures it can go everywhere mom goes. After baby's arrival, it
becomes an instant keepsake.
"Mama Natural's Week to Week Guide to Pregnancy is the modern (and yet ancient)
approach to pregnancy and childbirth. "Natural" recognizes that pregnancy and birth
are normal, and that having a baby is a wondrous biological process and rite of
passage--not a medical condition. This book draws upon the latest research showing
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how beneficial and life-changing natural birth is for both babies and moms. Full of
weekly advice and tips for a healthy pregnancy, Grace details vital nutrition to take,
natural remedies for common and troublesome symptoms, as well as the appropriate
(and inappropriate) use of interventions. Pregnancy, childbirth, health, health and
wellness, parenting, family"--

Arm yourself with the knowledge you need to make pregnancy easy and
overcome all the common pitfalls! Are you a first-time mom, and you want to
know the ins and outs of pregnancy? Want to know what to expect, how to look
after yourself, and how to deal with this exciting yet stressful time? Then this
book is for you! Pregnancy can be a new and unique time in your life - but how
can you approach it in the right way? There's so much conflicting advice out
there, and it can be difficult to know how to make the best choices for both
yourself and your new baby. But now, this book uncovers everything you need to
know about pregnancy, from the first trimester all the way to delivery. With notes
on how you can look after yourself, the nutrients and supplements you need for a
healthy body and baby, and a wealth of tips and tricks for overcoming common
health ailments, this book is your ticket to a much easier pregnancy! Here's what
you'll discover inside: The Formula for a Joyous Pregnancy What to Expect from
Each Trimester With Daily Plans Tips and Tricks for Making Pregnancy Easier Sleep, Self-Care, Nutrition and More Common Pregnancy Myths Debunked What
Not to Do When Pregnant Warning Signs to Never Ignore! The Pregnancy
Secrets That Nobody Ever Tells You About How to Manage Stress, Control Your
Emotions, and Reduce Pain And So Much More! So if you're looking for an all-inone pregnancy guide, then this is the book for you! Learn how to take care of
yourself, prepare for each trimester, and begin your journey to making pregnancy
easy today! Buy now to get started! FAQ I've already had a child. Is this book
good for me? Absolutely! Even if you've already gone through trial-and-error
before, inside this book you'll uncover a wealth of valuable advice which will
make your next pregnancy a breeze! Is this book an ultimate guide? Of course!
Packed with tons of advice and practical strategies which cover all areas of
pregnancy, this book is the only one you'll ever need!
Do I need more protein? Am I getting enough nutrients for the baby? How do I
defend my decision to stay vegan? These questions and more are on the minds
of vegan moms-to-be who want to maintain their lifestyle but still nurture a
healthy baby. Well, you can breathe a sigh of relief because a vegan pregnancy
is not only possible, it's also healthy and completely safe. With this helpful guide,
you will learn about all aspects of vegan pregnancy from conception to bringing
home baby, including: Which foods to eat (and avoid!) to get optimum nutrients
for you and baby How to deal with disapproval from family and friends Methods
to ensure a vegan-friendly hospital birth Setting up a vegan nursery for the baby
Packed with information for both moms and dads, including 150 nutritious and
healthy recipes for the whole family, this book is the ultimate resource for parents
who want the best for their baby--without sacrificing the vegan life!
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Your all-encompassing guide to having a happy, healthy pregnancy Are you an
expectant parent looking for sound, expert guidance as you prepare to welcome
a new addition to your family? Pregnancy All-in-One For Dummies has done the
legwork for you, offering a one-stop compilation of the hottest topics and most
relevant information culled from several successful For Dummies pregnancy
titles. Covering everything from conception to the delivery room—and beyond—it
gives moms and dads-to-be the reassuring answers they need during this very
special time. Your pregnancy and childbirth experiences should be happy ones,
but they're bound to be rife with questions—especially if you're a first-time parent,
having a child later in life, or embarking on your first multiple birth. Luckily, this
friendly guide is here to put your mind at ease, offering authoritative coverage of
everything you can expect to encounter in the first, second, and third trimesters
of pregnancy, as well as all the special considerations you may come across
along the way, such as diet, exercise, labor and delivery options, breastfeeding,
and so much more. Make pregnancy and childbirth an enjoyable experience Find
out about nutrients that are critical to your baby's development Get authoritative
guidance on making a birth plan Why turn to dozens of pregnancy resources
when all the helpful, down-to-earth guidance you're looking for is right here, in
one convenient place?
A revised and updated edition of the classic handbook for women seeking a safe,
organic, eco-friendly, and natural pregnancy, featuring an integrative-based
approach with new medical, herbal, and nutritional information. Over the last two
decades, The Natural Pregnancy Book has ushered thousands of women
through happy and healthy pregnancies. Addressing women's health from
conception to birth, Dr. Romm describes herbs that can promote and maintain a
healthy pregnancy, and allays such familiar concerns as anxiety, fatigue, morning
sickness, and stretch marks. She also discusses the components of a healthy
diet, with an emphasis on natural foods. New to this edition is integrative health
advice based on Dr. Romm's new credentials as a Yale-trained physician,
combined with her twenty years of experience as a midwife and herbalist.
"Designed as an informational resource for patients, Your Pregnancy and
Childbirth: Month to Month Seventh Edition sets forth current information and
clinical opinions on subjects related to women's health and reproduction. Your
pregnancy and Childbirth: Month to Month is a resource for informational
purposes. Topics include getting ready for pregnancy choosing an obstetric care
provider what to expect during each month of pregnancy exercise during
pregnancy work and travel during pregnancy pain relief during childbirth labor
and delivery cesarean delivery postpartum care and taking care of the baby after
birth, birth control after pregnancy"-From "the man who remade motherhood" (Time) comes the definitive guide to
having a healthy pregnancy--and a healthy baby. THE HEALTHY PREGNANCY
BOOK guides expectant mothers and fathers through all stages of pregnancy
from preconception through birth, focusing on how to enhance the health of
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mother and baby. In this uniquely authoritative and comprehensive month-bymonth guide, the Searses address emotional and physical changes that take
place during pregnancy, baby's brain development, healthy pregnancy habits,
pregnancy superfoods, optimal weight gain, fitness, managing stress, sleep,
choosing the right healthcare provider, birthing choices, the transition into
parenthood, engaging personal stories, and more. Overflowing with the most upto-date information, digestible and doable tips, and advice for every worry--and
written in the Searses' trademark reassuring tone that makes their books longterm bestsellers--THE HEALTHY PREGNANCY BOOK is the must-have
resource to fit the greater demands of today's savvy parents.
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